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BH3-S2H3 JOINT OUTSTATION  WHAT IS HAPPENING??? 

 

Oh yes, Bob Hope was there. So, why would you not WANT to be there? Who knows, Raquel may be visiting as well! 

For the real nostalgic ones … Or the ones who actually were there, here is the link to listen to what he had to say about 
Takhli! https://youtu.be/HISSwZbB30I 

https://youtu.be/HISSwZbB30I
https://youtu.be/HISSwZbB30I
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The Basics! 

BH3 and S2H3 are inviting ya’all to an outstation run. The runs will be on Saturday 08.Feb.2020 and Sunday 
09.Feb.2020. 
 
The Saturday run (hosted by the BH3) will start right after lunch. 13:00h (or 1 PM for the challenged ones). 
The Sunday run will be an early start, around 09:30h, so that everybody can be back in Bangkok in time to get their 
beauty sleep. 
 
I will be sending a more detailed plan with exact times etc. 
 
We will be leaving both runs from the resort mentioned below. 
 
How to get there … see lower as well. 
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Where? 
 
Oh yes, you want to know where… The runs will be in Takhli, Nakhon Sawan Province. An area that is well known by 
Whipped Cream. The runs will start from the renowned Mamuangpaa Hillside Resort.  
 
(Google maps link: https://goo.gl/maps/YMAxFoHAE1ZVnVRx8 ) 
 
This is a small resort where we have made some initial bookings. 
The following rooms are available there (I guess in ascending luxury order – copied it from the website).  

Twin beds @ 850 THB / Night 
Twin & Queen beds @ 950 THB / Night  
Twin & Queen beds @ 1’150 THB / Night  
Queen & Sofa beds @ 1’650 THB / Night  
Queen & Piano beds @ 1’650 THB / Night  

 
Don’t ask me what the piano is all about … Google translate. 
Better prices follow, as soon as I have numbers. 
 
The link to the Resort: https://mamuangpaa.wordpress.com/ 

  

 

 

Let me know as soon as possible if you want me to reserve a room for you!!! 
Email: peter@vandenhoucke.com - (Number of rooms; dates; means of transport and price of your 
choosing.) 
 

Note: There are a few other small hotels in the neighborhood. If you want to separate yourselves from the party 
activities. Google maps can help you with that! 

https://goo.gl/maps/YMAxFoHAE1ZVnVRx8
https://goo.gl/maps/YMAxFoHAE1ZVnVRx8
https://mamuangpaa.wordpress.com/
https://mamuangpaa.wordpress.com/
mailto:peter@vandenhoucke.com
mailto:peter@vandenhoucke.com
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How to get there? 

Now we get to the fun bit. Takhli is about 2 ½ hours drive North of Bangkok. Easy enough to drive there. Google maps 
link to the resort: https://goo.gl/maps/YMAxFoHAE1ZVnVRx8. 

There is also the possibility to take a train to Takhli. The station is called “Ban Takhli”. 

  

  

The Ban Takhli is on the Northern route. Easy to google, easy to find, and easy to book. 

You can always come on Friday, make it a party. 

 

 

https://goo.gl/maps/YMAxFoHAE1ZVnVRx8
https://goo.gl/maps/YMAxFoHAE1ZVnVRx8
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Conclusion! 

Hope you can all make it to the outstation. Should be fun! 

I will be sending you updates as we get closer to the event dates. 

 

See you in Takhli. 

 

OnOn – LadyBoy and Whipped Cream. 


